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1. 영어 논문 구조적 특징
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Introduction 
(Lit. Review*)

Method

Results

Discussion & 
ConclusionAnd

IMRAD structure

The most basic structure of 

a scientific manuscript
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1.The science author’s primary obligation is to convey 
information clearly, concisely, and objectively 

2. Clear writing promotes clear thinking— for both the writer 
and the reader 

3. Simple, straightforward writing should be the goal of every 
science writer 

4. Direct, action verbs are usually better than flabby verbs of 
being, whatever the voice

Scientific writing
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• Fancy writing

• Passive voice is preferred over 
the active voice

• Avoid We’s and I’s altogether

• Only facts should be included

Misconceptions in Scientific Writing
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Abstracts
• Hold back significant points or information

• Lack of balanced coverage

• Include references such as (Kim et al., 2000) or [1] or 1 in the abstract

• Include paragraphs

• Length

• Use same sentence for first line of both Abstract and Introduction 

Title and Aim

• Drop article (a/an/the) if it is the first word of the title  

• Avoid expressions such as ‘an investigation of’ or ‘research on’

• The purpose of the study → The study aims 

Common Errors in  Sentence Structure
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Stick to the context-content-conclusion (C-C-C) scheme

The hamburger structure of paragraphs:
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easy-to-read texts

One idea per paragraph

A paragraph allows you to introduce, discuss, and conclude an idea in a 

“single package”, which makes the reader’s job as easy as it can get.

->try to express the topic of your paragraph in one sentence

->split the paragraph (if it deals with several different points) or think about 

what you want to say with that paragraph in the first place (if it seems like 

the paragraph is not making any point at all).
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Check!
“Why was I told that?” (if the context is missing) 
“So what?” (if the conclusion is missing)

• Introduction sets the context, the results are the content, and the 
discussion brings home the conclusion.

• The first sentence defines the topic or context, the body hosts the 
novel content put forth for the reader’s consideration, and the last 
sentence provides the conclusion to be remembered.

• The readers just care about the ultimate claim and the logic supporting 
it.
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Example. 
pay attention to the topic and closing sentences.

Creativity has been associated with mental illness for centuries. Biographical accounts of famous 

musicians, philosophers, scientists, writers, artists, and poets describe psychotic episodes and 

suicides. Psychological studies have shown that, on average, highly creative people have higher 

scores on measures of psychopathology than less creative people. Furthermore, relatives of 

schizophrenic or other psychotic patients have a higher incidence of creative achievement.

However, the relationship between characteristics of ‘genius’ and symptoms of ‘madness’ is not 

straightforward. The majority of people who suffer from chronic mental illness experience a wide range 

of symptoms and deficits that interfere with the production of substantive work. Moreover, creativity is 

often defined as the ability to produce new ideas and adapt, improve, or create new functions for 

existing products, skills that are impaired in most patients with schizophrenia. Indeed, the productive 

periods of most famous creative individuals occurred when their symptoms of mental illness were less 

severe. It therefore seems useful to examine whether creativity is associated with certain emotional, 

cognitive, or personality traits that may also predispose one to mental illness.

Fischer et al. (2004)
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Topic sentence expresses the main point of the paragraph: 

the long-standing association of creativity with mental illness.

Subsequent sentences support this main point with examples

Second paragraph deals with a more nuanced question of the precise link 

between creativity and mental illness

provides contrasting evidence

Topic and closing sentences allow you to easily understand the paragraph

Check!
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The ratio of positive cells per 1000 cells 

were defined as the positivity index.

✓ The ratio of positive cells per 1000 cells 

was defined as the positivity index.

Error 1: Subject-Verb agreement

Common Errors in  Sentence Structure
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Error 2: Sentence fragment

A sentence fragment is an incomplete sentence that 

is punctuated like a complete sentence.

Example: “Removed a cancer-affected tumor weighing 
1750 grams from the liver of a 70-year old patient”

“The surgeon removed…”

Common Errors in  Sentence Structure
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Error 3: Comma splices

A comma splice occurs when two complete 

sentences are joined with only a comma.

Example: We included a control group and briefed 

the participants, the results were still unreliable.

We included a control group and briefed the 

participants. The results were still unreliable.

We included a control group and briefed the 

participants, but the results were still unreliable.

Common Errors in  Sentence Structure
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Error 4: A run-on sentence

Example: We included a control group and briefed 

the participants the results were still unreliable.

We included a control group and briefed the 

participants. The results were still unreliable.

We included a control group and briefed the 

participants, but the results were still unreliable.

A fused or a run-on sentence occurs when two 

complete sentences are joined without any punctuation.

Common Errors in  Sentence Structure
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※ Comma splices and run-on sentences are 
corrected the same way.

• Use a period (.) to join the two complete sentences.

• Use a comma (,) and one of the FANBOYS (for, 
and, nor, but, or, yet, so) conjunction to connect the 
two sentences.

• Use a semi colon (;) if the two complete sentences 
are closely connected.
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Error 5: Sentence shifts

Example: Before the surgery, the surgeons examine

the report and reviewed all the tests that were performed.

1) a shift in tense

2) a shift in person

Example: Each patient was asked  to submit their blood 

sample the next day.

Common Errors in  Sentence Structure
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Error 6: Faulty modification

Example: The physicians were also trained to 

detect lung and breast cancer in breath 

samples from people collected in tubes.

The physicians were also trained to detect lung 

and breast cancer in people by using breath 

samples collected in tubes.

Common Errors in  Sentence Structure
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2. 자주 발생하는 문법적 오류 사항
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1. Noun Strings
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• Contains a noun(s) that modifies another noun

Examples: blood flow, cancer treatment, plasma membrane 

NOUN + NOUN + … NOUN

What are Noun Strings?
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• Overuse of nouns as modifiers causes lack of clarity.

Problem with Noun Strings

The Scientific Literature: A Guided Tour edited by Joseph E. Harmon, Alan G. Gross

a 15-day-old female mouse embryo dorsal root ganglia
(wordy and confusing)
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• Overuse of nouns as modifiers causes lack of clarity.

Problem with Noun Strings

The Scientific Literature: A Guided Tour edited by Joseph E. Harmon, Alan G. Gross

the dorsal root of the ganglia of a 15-day-old 

embryo from a female mouse

a 15-day-old female mouse embryo dorsal root ganglia
(wordy and confusing)
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Untangling Noun Strings

1. Expand them using prepositions.

2. Turn the modifier noun into its 
adjective form.

3. If you must use noun strings, use 
hyphens to make them clearer.
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Use prepositions

a depression episode

an episode of depression

Example 
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Use prepositions

a depression episode

an episode of depression

Example 

of depression
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Use adjectives

a depression episode

a depressive episode
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Use adjectives

a depression episode

a depressive episodeA  depressive
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Which sounds better?

a depression episode

a depressive episode

VS
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• “depression symptoms” queried in PubMed
gives 3897 hits

3897 hits
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• “depressive symptoms” queried in PubMed gives 
34375 hits

34375 hits
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• community hospital program

• risk factor surveillance system

• baseline CD4 cell counts

• sudden infant death syndrome

• nicotine replacement program

• clinical research organization

• placebo pain medication

Examples of Accepted Noun Strings

three-item or 

even four-item 

noun strings
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2. Modifiers
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A misplaced modifier is a modifying word, phrase, 

or clause that seems to refer to the wrong word in 

a sentence. It is not close enough in the sentence 

to the person, place, or thing that it modifies. 

A modifier that does not have anything in the 
sentence to modify.

Misuse of Modifiers

a. Misplaced modifiers

b. Dangling modifiers
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We studied serum samples from participants 

stored in the departmental laboratory.

Can you spot the modifier?

a. Misplaced modifiers

participants stored…?  Nonsense!
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REVISION

We studied serum samples, stored in the 

departmental laboratory, from participants.

Better REVISION

We studied the participants’ serum samples 

stored in the departmental laboratory.
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As a pediatric oncologist, the opportunity 

to work with these courageous children 

is wonderful.

Can you spot the dangling modifier?

b. Dangling modifiers

A modifier that does not have anything 

in the sentence to modify.
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• “As a pediatric oncologist” is the modifier. But 
what does it modify?

• Who is the pediatric oncologist?

• Is the “opportunity” “a pediatric oncologist”?

• Are the “children” “pediatric oncologists”?

As a pediatric oncologist, the opportunity to work 

with these courageous children is wonderful.
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Correcting a Dangling Modifier

As a pediatric oncologist, I have the 

wonderful opportunity to work with these 

courageous children.

☞ Add the missing noun (usually the real subject)

☞ Re-structure the sentence
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Important Principles of Modifiers

1. Place them as close as possible to 

the word (s) being modified.

2. Ensure that the word (s) being 

modified is actually there.



1. Clarity and emphasis

43
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• Voice is connected to clarity.

• Appropriate choice of voice is 
important for clarity.

1) Clarity and voice

44
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The clarity scale

45
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• Active voice: the subject of the sentence performs the 
action—the subject acts 

• Passive voice: the subject of the sentence receives the 
action of the verb— th

• “Use the passive voice when the doer of the action is 
unknown or not important.” e subject is acted upon

Active voice vs. Passive voice
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First person: I, we 

Second person: you (singular), you (plural) 

Third person: he, she, it, they 

…but more editors are allowing— even encouraging—first 

person, active voice, because it may be more direct and 

concise (or maybe because so many scientists write passive 

voice so badly)

“So many papers deserve to be better written than they are.” 
“Elements of Style,” Nature Physics 3, 581 (2007) doi:10.1038/nphys724

Active voice vs. Passive voice
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• 1. Emphasizes author responsibility 

• 2. Improves readability 

• 3. Reduces ambiguity

Advantages of the Active Voice 
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• No attempt was made to contact nonresponders because 
they were deemed unimportant to the analysis. (passive) 

Vs.

• We did not attempt to contact nonresponders because we 
deemed them unimportant to the analysis. (active)

-> It’s OK to use “We” and “I”!

Emphasizes Author Responsibility
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• The risk of hair loss was increased by vitamin A. (passive) 
Vs. 

• Vitamin A increased the risk of hair loss. (active)

Increases Readability
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• The hypothesis that smoking causes lung cancer was 
rejected by tobacco companies. (passive) 

Vs.

• Tobacco companies rejected the hypothesis that smoking 
increases lung cancer. (active)

Increases Readability
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• A strong correlation was found between use of the passive 
voice and other sins of writing. (passive) 

• We found a strong correlation between use of the passive 
voice and other sins of writing. (active) 

• Use of the passive voice strongly correlated with other sins 
of writing. (active)

Increases Readability
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• General dysfunction of the immune system at the leukocyte 
level is suggested by both animal and human studies. 
(passive) 

Vs. 

• Both human and animal studies suggestthat diabetics have 
general immune dysfunction at the leukocyte level. (active)

Reduces Ambiguity
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• Science: “Use active voice when suitable, particularly when 
necessary for correct syntax (e.g., "To address this 
possibility, we constructed a λZap library ...).” 

• Nature: “Nature journals prefer authors to write in the active 
voice (“we performed the experiment...”) as experience has 
shown that readers find concepts and results to be 
conveyed more clearly if written directly.

Journals recommend you to write in the active voice
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• It is useful to emphasize the research, instead of the 
researcher. 

• It is especially applicable to the “Method” section of scientific 
journals. When using passive voice, make sure that the 
performer is either obvious or unimportant.

When to use active or passive voice
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• Where is the emphasis in the above sentence?

Always think about where you want 
emphasis

Chao LL & Martin A (2000) NeuroImage

We used fMRI to examine the neural 

response in frontal and parietal cortices.

56
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• This sentence can be re-written in different ways
so that in each revision the emphasis is variably
placed.

• The active and passive voice is chosen depending 
on which word is emphasized.

57

Chao LL & Martin A (2000) NeuroImage

We used fMRI to examine the neural response

in frontal and parietal cortices.
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Passive voice: The emphasis is on the

object.

58

The neural response in frontal and parietal 

cortices was examined through fMRI.

The frontal and parietal cortices were examined

for the neural response through fMRI.

We used fMRI to examine the neural response in frontal 

and parietal cortices (*Active voice: emphasize the subject)

fMRI was used to examine the neural 

response in frontal and parietal cortices.
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3.단어 선택 오류 사항
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Alternately vs. Alternatively

•Alternately
✓following by turns

✓you first, and me 

second

•Alternatively
✓involving a choice 

between two or

more courses of 

action/possibilities

Choice 
1

Choice 
2

Choice 
3

Choice 
4
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•Alternately •Alternatively

Bodyweight can be controlled by diet or,  

__________, by drugs.

The mice were _________ fed and deprived of food.

I have headache and toothache _________.
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Among vs. Between

•Among
✓in the midst of

✓used to express the 

relation of one thing to a 

group of many things

•Between
✓used to express 

the relation of two 

or more things as 

individuals

1

1

23
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•Among •Between

There were no significant differences

_________the three experimental groups.

We found one intact test tube _________ the 

broken ones.
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Increase vs. Augment vs. 
Improve vs. Enhance

Quantity

Increase

Augment

Quality

Improve

Enhance
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Increase vs. Augment  <Quantity>

•Increase
✓to become or to 

make greater

✓in respect to size, 

quantity, number, 

degree, value, or 

intensity

•Augment
✓to increase by 

addition

✓often to something 

that is already of a 

considerable size or 

amount
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Increase vs. Augment  <Quantity>

Confiscation of the monasteries greatly 

________ the resources of the crown.

Although the insulin concentration 

________, the insulin ratio decreased.
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Improve vs. Enhance <Quality>

•Improve
✓to advance to a 

better state or 

quality

✓to make better

•Enhance
✓to add to 

something already 

attractive, worthy, 

or valuable

✓to add to 

increase its value
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Improve vs. Enhance <Quality>

The patient’s condition did not _______ 

after chemotherapy.

The Arabian carpet _______ the polished floor.
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• Show – use when the statement obviously follows from the source

• Reveal – means that the conclusion is not obvious but requires 

some thinking on the part of the reader

• Indicate – similar to "show" but introduces a note of uncertainty; 

use when you want to avoid a definitive statement.

*However, do NOT use "indicate" too often; if you do, your findings may be 

considered too tentative for publication.

Show vs. Reveal vs. Indicate

Ex) Table 1 ______ that of the six months; December was the coldest.
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• As a result – because of; used when implying 

that one event is the cause of another

• Based on the results (or the results revealed) 

– refer to inferences drawn from certain results

***As a result vs. Based on the result
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• The results of the experiment were inconclusive.

_______     , the research had to be repeated.

• _____________       of the experiment, we concluded 

that bats are nocturnal creatures.

***As a result vs. Based on the result
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• The results of the experiment were inconclusive.

_______     , the research had to be repeated.

• _____________          of the experiment, we concluded 

that bats are nocturnal creatures.

***As a result vs. Based on the result

As a result

Based on the results 

✓ Since the phrases have different implications, they 

cannot be used interchangeably!
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4. 기타 오류 사항
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1. Starting sentences with a number (AVOID!)

150 nm thick indium tin oxide was deposited as a transparent 

current spreading layer. 

✓ Note that  150 nm thick indium tin oxide was deposited as 

a transparent current spreading layer. 

✓ One hundred and fifty nanometer thick indium tin oxide 

was deposited as a transparent current spreading layer. 

✓ In this study, 150 nm thick indium tin oxide was deposited 

as a transparent current spreading layer. 
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2. Using letters instead of symbols (AVOID!)

The equation for estimate this value is 

A = 3.65 x 10-2 γ [a + b]. 

✓The equation for estimate this value is 

A = 3.65 × 10-2 γ [a + b]. 
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3. Using tilde (~) instead of en-dash (–) (AVOID!)

Additional questions were added based on the length of time at the current 

address (less than a year, between 1~2 years, between 2~5 years, between 5~10 

years, more than 10 years).

✓ Additional questions were added based on the length of time at the current address 

(less than a year, between 1–2 years, between 2–5 years, between 5–10 years, 

more than 10 years). 

hyphen (-) 연관성이 높은 두 단어를 합하여 한 단어로 만들 때 사용

Victims of identity theft often have their national identity cards counterfeited since the ‘xxxxxx-xxxxxx’ 
numbering system is easily replicated 

en dash (–) 구간을 설명할 때. 영어의 "to" 관계가 있을 때 사용

An estimated 5,000-6,000 people attended the event.

Sigmund Freud (1856-1939) is considered the founder.

em dash (—) (-- + space bar in MS word) 앞에 언급한 내용을 설명하려는 기능

Coco has shown understanding of 500 additional English words—a 50% improvement.

Chun, Doo-Hwan (1931—) remains controversial.
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4. No spaces between a number and its unit (AVOID!)

The body weight of beagles ranged 

between 5kg and 10kg.

✓ The body weight of beagles ranged 

between 5 kg and 10 kg.
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5. Repeating information

Always try to write clear and concise.

Learn to use “respectively” appropriately!

The baseline characteristics are shown in Table 1. 

Table 2 shows the body temperatures of all female 

subjects.

✓ The Tables 1 and 2 show the baseline characteristics and 

body temperatures of all female subjects, respectively.
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6. Colon (:) vs. Semi-colon (;)

Colon (:) 
-introduces a simple list

-provides a pause before introducing related information: A, B, and C.
Ex) To make a jam sandwich you need three things: bread, butter and jam.

Semi-colon (;) 
-a break in a sentence that is stronger than a comma but not as final 

as a full stop

-helps make complex lists that contain commas in each item clear (the 

semi-colon becomes a ‘super comma’)

Ex) There were four professors assigned to the task force: Peter Jones, 

professor of Mathematics; Ronald Smith, professor of English; Kim Lee, 

professor of Education; and Wendy West, professor of Political Science. 
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Semi-colon (;) 

-to join two clauses that could each be separate sentences 

(closely connected), creating a longer sentence

-to join two clauses, changing the sentence in combination 

with words like ‘therefore’, ‘however’, ‘in addition’, etc. 

Examples

John calls it football; Sam calls it soccer.

Maria is German; however, she lives in Canada.

He likes to play video games; in addition, he likes to read classical 

literature.   
*Comma splices, run-on sentences revision
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The error occurs when authors compare two things 
incorrectly or provide examples that don’t make sense.

Diagnosis of depression is easier than bipolar disorders. 

7. Faulty comparison

✓ Diagnosis of depression is easier than that of 

bipolar disorders.

✓ Diagnosis of depression is easier than bipolar 

disorders diagnosis.
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- 장기적으로는 영어 단어 폭을 넓혀야 한다

- 학술지 논리 및 문장 구성 파악 및 분석 하기

- 동의어 사전으로 단어의 미묘한 차이 파악 연습

- 같은 문장이라도 rephrasing하는 연습 필요

- 학계에서 쓰는 표현 익히기 위해 많은 자료 읽기

- 문장은 간결하게 쓰기

영어 논문 작성시 실수 줄이는 팁
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Thank you for your attention!

Q & A
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